COLOUR MATCH
Use intense accent
colours for feature areas
and accessories to make
even the most neutral
schemes sing.

Resene Outrageous

Resene Switched On

Colour In
The Range 2011/12 from Resene brings back the
good old days – and a bright and happy future.

Resene Half Alabaster

COLOUR MATCH
A deep red makes a rich
and brilliant statement;
pinks varying from softest
pastels to lipstick luscious
lend themselves to all
manner of projects.

Resene Rock N Roll

dkny

Resene Devoted

Resene Escape

Resene Elvis

COLOUR MATCH
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peter som

Combine one of the
expanding palettes of
blues with a silver, such as
Resene Silver Streak, for a
luxurious modern look.

colour

COLOUR MATCH
For a new look with minimal
environmental impact and at
minimal cost, add a splash of
warm purple paint to walls and
furniture, rearrange artwork
and cushions and mix and
mingle accessories. Voila!

peter som

Resene Poet

diane von furstenberg

Resene Believe

Resene Koru

COLOUR MATCH
Invite Mother Nature in
with feature walls and
accessories from the
enormous palette of
evocative greens.

Resene Zeal
Resene Black Sheep

Resene Legend

R

esene’s new
colour story is
clean, bright,
optimistic
and divinely
comfortable.
The Range 2011/12 draws
together nostalgia, nature and
pleasures as simple as a flower to
celebrate the house as the home
it used to be rather than the show
place it’s become.
Today we want a cosy, secure
nest in which to cherish what we
have and those we love.
‘Old’ and ‘new’ are obsolete
terms. Colours are evolving more
slowly; trends are more enduring.
The new range of homely
colours is generally cleaner
and less complicated than
they have been. The palette
tends towards the feminine, as
women increasingly become
the household decision makers;
accents of űber-bright petal
colours across the spectrum will
cheer the dullest spirits on the
dreariest day.
Nature remains a strong
influence inside and out: sunlit
yellow greens, cool refreshing
greens and transitional green-blues.
Feel-good landscape greens,
yellows and ochres inspire
nostalgia for slower, simpler times,
and yellows with a hint of green
have an appealing retro feel.
Deep, strong reds merge into
the highly saturated reds and
clear oranges of Latin America,
then spicy oranges and rusty
tones progress into browns.
Intense blues are an alternative
neutral to grey or black, and so are
the emerging warm neutrals and
mineral inspired hues, including
subtle flesh tones.

COLOUR MATCH
Try a mix of sheen levels
to add interest to a neutral
colour scheme: plain white
is a clean and elegant
contrast to the growing
range of blacks.

The Range 2011/12 is available from
Resene ColorShops nationwide. Tel:
0800 RESENE (737 363),
Web: www.resene.co.nz
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